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Prof Tyrone Pretorius
Rector and Vice-Chancellor

In August 2012, UWC took a bold step forward as a research-led institution with South 
Africa being awarded the right to host two-thirds of the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) project. 
Intended to build the world’s largest radio telescope, the SKA would eventually use thousands 
of dishes and up to a million low-frequency antennas to monitor the sky faster and in far 
greater detail than ever before.

In this edition of Signals, our foremost researchers in astronomy detail the impact of the SKA 
on UWC, South Africa and the world while giving us insights into the key areas of focus of 
their research. With the assistance of the SARChI Chair in Cosmology, Prof Roy Maartens, you 
will find not only a comprehensive reflection of the important space that astronomy occupies 
at UWC but also our contribution to new knowledge about the universe.

These articles not only serve as an exposition of the excellent research work that is currently 
being done at UWC and the calibre of researchers that we have but also serve as a reminder 
of how far UWC has come in terms of being a research-led institution. The articles provide a 
comprehensive overview of the work that is being done and how the findings of the MeerKAT, 
in particular, hold the potential for significant future discoveries. 

The profile of Prof Maartens speaks to this impressive growth as well as his commitment to 
foster new generations of scientists from vastly different backgrounds as well as to his stature 
within the global research arena as evidenced by the recent renewal of his A-rating that denotes 
him as a leading international researcher.

As usual, Signals also contains other interesting content such as Dr Lwando Scott’s in-depth 
analysis of the film, Inxeba and its place within South African culture and how it challenges 
conventional notions of black masculinity, particularly Xhosa masculinity. This is a timeous 
and important essay because as a society we continue to shy away from that which makes us 
uncomfortable and from topics that continue to be considered as taboo.

Then there is the book review by PLAAS director, Prof Andries du Toit, focusing on Land 
Matters: South Africa’s Failed Land Reforms and the Road Ahead by Advocate Tembeka Ngcukaitobi 
– subject matter that remains a vital yet contentious debate in our country.

I’m also pleased that we are able to share with you images of the recently held Boschendal Plum 
Festival with events performed and hosted by the Ukwanda Puppet and Design Company 
(Siphokazi Mphofu, Sipho Ngxola, Luyanda Nogodlwana) and Aja Marneweck of the Centre 
for Humanities Research in association with partners Net vir Pret of Barrydale. These events 
are important not only because they illustrate the University’s creative projects, but also how 
they assist us in engaging with local communities and allow us to build long-term partnerships 
with them.

I have enjoyed each instalment of the International Relations section and the exposition of 
our long-standing partnerships with other universities and this edition is no different with 
an article from Vrije Universiteit. Forging and nurturing these relationships is vital to the 
lifeblood of an institution because it enriches our academic project and directly benefits both 
our students and staff. 

I hope that you enjoy this edition. 

Rector’s Note
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As the DVC: Research and Innovation I have the privilege of working with outstanding 
researchers across all seven faculties. Through their work, the university has not only grown 
in stature as a research-led institution, but their work also contributes to new knowledge 
about our world.

It is for this reason that I am particularly pleased with this edition of Signals magazine because 
it highlights an area of research – astronomy – that has grown in depth and stature over 
the past decade. Its impressive growth is evident in the 2015 Senate decision that formally 
changed the name of the Department of Physics to the Department of Physics and Astronomy, 
thereby signalling the space the research group has carved for itself. It has certainly become 
one of our most significant areas of research in science.

Thank you to Prof Roy Maartens who took on the task of working with his colleagues to 
prepare the special focus articles in this edition and it is pleasing to share the scope of the 
research being done within the department. 

The Profile, our latest regular feature in the magazine, having started with Prof Julia Sloth-
Nielsen in the previous edition, focuses on Prof Maartens. It is has become one of my favourite 
reads in Signals because it not only focuses on the researcher’s particular research area but 
also allows us a glimpse of the aspirations of that researcher. In Prof Maartens’ case, it is his 
commitment to his students, the university and his field of research that is most remarkable 
to observe.

Dr Frederic Isingizwe, located in the eResearch Office, focuses on big data, e-logistics and 
food security that expands on his research focus area of strengthening food systems to achieve 
food security in Africa and globally by using data-driven technologies. His article is highly 
relevant to South Africa as it speaks to an important aspect in society – that of food security 
and the fact that, according to the latest research, 11% of this country’s population suffers 
from hunger every year. It is then vital that we, as Dr Isingizwe illustrates, use technology as 
a means of closing the hunger gap.

Then there is the excellent essay by Dr Lwando Scott, a Next Generation Scholar at the 
Centre for Humanities Research, that sheds light on one of those contentious and highly 
divisive aspects of South African society – the subject of black masculinity and, in this instance, 
specifically Xhosa masculinity in relation to same-sex relationships. In his essay, Dr Scott 
examines Inxeba, the film that centres on homosexuality within the context of ulwaluko, the 
rite of passage of Xhosa young men. 

I have enjoyed the addition of poetry and art in the magazine because it showcases the 
creative talents of our students and staff. In this edition, we feature poems by Kirsten Deane, 
a Creative Writing student, and the amazing puppetry of the Ukwanda Puppet and Design 
Company of the Centre for Humanities Research that was showcased at the Boschendal Plum 
Festival. These contributions speak to the university as a space for creative endeavours that 
allow us to engage with and interrogate that which makes us human.

I hope you will all find something to enjoy in Signals.

Prof José Frantz
DVC: Research and Innovation

Publisher’s Note
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Bilateral collaboration in science, technology and innovation 
in radio astronomy between Italy and South Africa

The Square Kilometre 
Array Project:

The first ISARP call was launched in 2017 to support projects 
over the 2018-2020 timeframe, since extended to the end of 
2021 to take into account the disruption caused by Covid-19. 
The call prioritised Biotechnologies, Water Management, 
Blue Economy and Astrophysics. UWC’s Prof Mattia 
Vaccari, Astroinformatics Research Professor and Director 
of the eResearch Office, seized the opportunity to develop 
a successful proposal to carry out bilateral collaboration in 
science, technology and innovation (STI) in the field of radio 
astronomy in general and to better prepare for the advent of 
the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) in particular.

The RADIOSKY2020 Joint Research Scheme (Paving the Way 
for the SKA: Furthering Cooperation in Science, Technology 
and Innovation between Italy and South Africa through Radio 
Astronomy) brings together a large team of astronomers and 
engineers from several institutions across Italy and South 
Africa working on STI activities to jointly exploit MeerKAT 
and prepare for the SKA. The project is co-led by Prof Vaccari 
and Dr Tiziana Venturi from the Institute of Radio Astronomy 
(IRA) of the Italian National Institute of Astrophysics (INAF) 
in Bologna. Collaborative activities revolve around individual 
research visits and topical “Busy Weeks” to support ongoing 

The bilateral scientific collaboration programme between Italy and South Africa got started in 1999 and 
thus recently celebrated its 20th anniversary. In its latest incarnation, known as the Italy-South Africa Joint 
Research Programme (ISARP), the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation 
(MAECI) and the South African National Research Foundation (NRF) have partnered to support both large 
projects in a few select high-priority areas as well as smaller projects in a wider range of disciplines.

Prof Mattia Vaccari
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areas of collaboration as well as collaboration-wide workshops 
to discuss progress to date and identify new areas for 
collaboration.

A lot has happened since RADIOSKY2020 began, most 
noticeably the start of the full operations for MeerKAT, and 
more recently the world-wide health emergency caused by 
the spread of Covid-19, which has involved the astronomical 
community in both countries in the common effort to face the 
challenges put forth by the emergency. 

Scientific highlights from the bilateral collaboration so far 
include: the exploitation of radio observations of galaxies, 
galaxy clusters and pulsars with MeerKAT and other radio 
telescopes; the spectroscopic follow-up of galaxies and strong 
gravitational lenses with the South African Large Telescope 
(SALT); the joint development of the CARACal data reduction 
pipeline for MeerKAT emission line observations and of the 
iDaVIE-v virtual reality software suite to visualize and analyse 
MeerKAT data cubes; the joint scientific exploitation of the 
(Italy-led) Fornax and (South Africa-led) MIGHTEE MeerKAT 
Large Survey Projects. 



International relations
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On the engineering side, joint work on the electromagnetic 
analysis for the SKA mid-frequency dish has been carried out 
and South African colleagues have been able to access the Italian 
expertise and hands-on experience with the upgrade of VLBI 
antennae which they will use to support the African VLBI 
Network (AVN) effort. On the industrial side, Italian and South 
Africa SMEs have had a chance to meet at RADIOSKY2020 
workshops and exchange visits to discuss possible partnerships 
in the development of future astronomical instrumentation. 

Last but not least, a large number of research visits by students 
and postdocs have been carried out and a successful Erasmus+ 
application to fund exchanges by research students and staff was 
submitted linking UWC with the University of Bologna, thus 
strengthening our Human Capacity Development initiatives 
further.

A first workshop was held in 24-25 October 2018 at the 
Department of Science and Technology in Pretoria and involved 
50 scientists and engineers as well as SME representatives from 
both countries. A second workshop was held on 18 June 2020 
and carried out remotely because of the Covid-19 emergency. 
An average of 60 participants followed the four-hour workshop 
on Zoom. A small number of presentations about ongoing 
collaborative projects was followed by a roundtable commenting 
on the collaborative work done so far. In the final special session, 
astronomers from both countries were invited to outline their 
involvement in the fight against Covid-19, providing a welcome 
reminder of how scientific research and the skills developed in 
the process can prove invaluable in times of crisis.

Although 2020 has been difficult all over the world and 2021 
promises to come with its own challenges, the completion of the 
RADIOSKY2020 project comes at a very exciting time for radio 
astronomers in both countries who are involved both with the 
MeerKAT+ and the Square Kilometre Array projects.

06

The Square Kilometre Array Project (continued)
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with radio telescopes:

MeerKAT and the SKA

Cosmology is the study of the Universe as a whole, from 
its birth 14 billion years ago, during its “youth”, when the 
ingredients for stars and galaxies were evolving, until its 
“adulthood”, when galaxies form in their millions and then 
billions. Throughout this history, the Universe has been 
expanding, growing ever bigger, and in the past 5 billion 
years, the expansion has been speeding up because of the 
mysterious Dark Energy. Cosmologists at UWC focus on 
what the distribution of galaxies can tell us about the Dark 
Energy that accelerates the Universe, about the Dark Matter 
that is the “glue” holding galaxies together – and about the 
conditions at the birth of the Universe. Cosmology has up to 
now relied mainly on optical telescopes to map the distribution 
of galaxies. The coming decade will see the emergence of 
powerful radio telescopes that will deliver a new view of the 
galaxy distribution, complementary to the optical telescopes.

South Africa has built a world-class radio telescope, MeerKAT, 
which will be transformed in the coming years into the Square 
Kilometre Array (SKA), the largest radio telescope in the 
world. In order to take full advantage of this huge effort, it is 
crucial that South Africa leads some of the science areas that 
will be explored with these instruments – this is the strategic 
aim of researchers at UWC. UWC aims to develop world-
class research while at the same time placing human capacity 
development at the centre of its research programme. We 
have been able to fund a large number of students who can 
become the future of research in South Africa, with the know-
how required to take full advantage of the huge scientific 
infrastructure being developed in SA. The software and data 
analysis skills the students acquire can also be very relevant 
outside the research area and are highly valued for data 
science jobs in industry.

MeerKAT is managed by the South African Radio Astronomy 
Observatory (SARAO) and SARAO also funds the Centre for 
Radio Cosmology (CRC) at UWC. The Director of the CRC 
is Prof Mario Santos, who is an NRF A-rated scientist and also 
holds a SARChI Research Chair. He leads the Observational 
Cosmology team at UWC. The Theoretical Cosmology team is 

led by Prof Roy Maartens, an NRF A-rated scientist who holds 
a SARAO SARChI Research Chair. UWC has been developing 
the area of cosmology with radio telescopes, with the aim of 
providing a coherent approach to the subject, from theory to 
simulations to observations (and back). The know-how that we 
have developed has put the UWC group in a unique position 
to lead the international effort of cosmology with radio 
telescopes. 

Observational Cosmology

MeerKAT can observe neutral hydrogen in the Universe on 
scales much larger than galaxies, using the “21cm intensity 
mapping” technique. Such observations will give us a picture 
of the underlying Dark Matter structure of the Universe, 
which in turn will allow us to study the nature of Dark 
Energy. Under the leadership of Prof Santos, pilot surveys 
have already started with MeerKAT in order to develop this 
challenging observational technique and a software “pipeline” 
has been created to analyse the incoming data. This is a major 
endeavour and the collaboration has now expanded to include 
more than 40 researchers worldwide working towards the 
goal of using MeerKAT to advance cosmology and develop 
the tools required to do the same with the future SKA. Such 
a development is highly data-intensive and requires local 
computing infrastructures to support it, which has been 
possible through the Inter-university Institute for Data 
Intensive Astronomy (IDIA), based mainly at UCT and UWC. 

CRC postdoctoral researcher Dr Jingying Wang was 
responsible for developing the calibration pipeline that turns 
the raw data produced by MeerKAT into images of the sky 
from which we can extract the tiny cosmological signal. To give 
an idea of this, one hour of observation generates about one 
terabyte of data that needs to be cleaned and processed. This 
data is being thoroughly analysed by Dr Mel Irfan, who holds a 
postdoctoral position shared between UWC and Queen Mary 
University of London. 
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with radio telescopes:
CRC postdoctoral researcher Dr Yi-Chao Li has been testing 
the instrumental stability of MeerKAT, which is crucial in order 
to measure the small cosmological signal. He has developed 
simulations and statistical methods to extract this signal. 
Siyambonga Matshawule (supervised by Prof Santos, Dr Marta 
Spinelli of Trieste Observatory in Italy and affiliated to UWC, 
and Prof Maartens). This is crucial in order to interpret what 
we see and devise ways to clean the data. PhD student Brandon 
Engelbrecht, supervised by Prof Santos, Dr Li and Dr Wang, is 
studying the impact of satellites on the contamination of 
our signal. 

More and more satellites are being sent into space, and 
although they are useful for our day-to-day living (use of cell 
phones, GPS, etc), they represent a serious challenge for our 
observations that needs to be dealt with. MSc student Palesa 
Nombula (supervised by Prof Santos and Prof Bruce Bassett 
of SARAO and AIMS) is studying ways to clean the data from 
contaminants, using machine learning techniques.

Sky map made by UWC researchers using 
the single-dish intensity mapping technique 
with MeerKAT

CRC postdoctoral researcher Dr Sourabh Paul and PhD 
student Junaid Townsend have been looking at the other side 
of the neutral hydrogen signal: its measurement on small scales 
using the MeerKAT as an interferometer. Such observations 
will provide us with important information on the nature of 
Dark Matter on small scales as well as an experimental way 
to compare with high-resolution simulations that test the role 
of hydrogen in the dynamics of galaxy evolution. They have 
developed simulations and analysed data already taken from 
the MeerKAT telescope. Junaid did his MSc thesis (supervised 
by Prof Santos and Dr Paul) on this project and is now starting 
a PhD that expands on this work, using current and future 
data taken by MeerKAT. With the pipeline we have in place, 
we expect that soon we will have some of the first statistical 
measurements of the signal on these smaller cosmological 
scales, emitted about five billion years ago.
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Universe and its contents evolve over time. On this basis, we 
can predict what should be measured by observations, in order 
to test our theories and improve our models. Predictions and 
models are developed by means of a combination of analytical 
calculations and computational simulations. The CRC team 
focuses on cosmology with radio telescopes, but it also works 
on how to combine radio and optical observations to improve 
precision and accuracy.

The distribution of galaxies in the Universe contains “fossil” 
imprints made by the conditions under which galaxies are 
born and then grow. These imprints contain vital clues about 
Dark Matter and Dark Energy – and even about the primordial 
Universe in the fraction of a second after its birth. Conditions 
at the birth of the Universe affect the clustering of galaxies 
billions of years later, on very large scales. Measurements 
by radio and optical telescopes can detect such a primordial 
effect, allowing us to discover more about the first fraction 
of a second in the life of the Universe. CRC postdoctoral 
researcher Dr Dionysios Karagiannis has developed a code to 
predict how well a single galaxy survey, for example with the 
SKA, can measure the primordial imprint. PhD student Jan-
Albert Viljoen (supervised by Prof Maartens) is developing a 
code that combines two or more different galaxy surveys to 
enhance precision. This work shows that even MeerKAT, 
combined with the optical Dark Energy Survey, can improve 
on the current precision.

The primordial imprint is not the only one on the largest scales 
– there are also imprints left by relativistic effects in the process 
of observing, for example a Doppler effect. CRC postdoctoral 
researcher Dr Sheean Jolicoeur, who did his MSc and PhD at 
UWC under the supervision of Prof Maartens, has developed 
a new analysis of Doppler-type relativistic effects in the galaxy 
distribution, which we have applied to predict that the SKA 
and next-generation optical surveys will be able to measure 
these effects for the first time. Another CRC postdoctoral 
researcher, Dr Rahul Kothari, is investigating other relativistic 
effects in the galaxy distribution, which arise from gravitational 
lensing (the “bending of light” predicted by Einstein) and from 
surveys that cover very wide areas of the sky.

A new CRC postdoctoral researcher, Dr Eliab Malefahlo, recently 
completed his PhD, supervised by Prof Santos and Prof Matt 
Jarvis of Oxford (who is also affiliated to UWC). Eliab used a 
novel statistical technique to measure the luminosity of galaxies 
across cosmic time, as well as their star formation rate. This 
was done by combining radio data with external information 
from optical and infrared galaxy surveys. The technique allows 
us to extract very weak signals from the data and provide 
crucial information on galaxy evolution in the Universe. He is 
now applying this method to new MeerKAT data taken for the 
MIGHTEE Large Survey Project.

MSc student Kabelo Malapane is supervised by Prof Santos and 
Dr Phil Bull of Queen Mary University London (who is also 
affiliated to UWC). He is working on the Hydrogen Epoch of 
Reionization Array (HERA) experiment, a radio telescope of a 
large international collaboration, also located in South Africa. 
HERA will observe large-scale structure when the very first 
stars and galaxies formed – reaching much further back in 
cosmic time than MeerKAT. The radiation comes from so far 
away that, when it reaches us, it is “observed” at frequencies 
corresponding to FM radio broadcasting. Kabelo is applying 
machine learning techniques to characterise the HERA dish 
array in order to improve the calibration, which is crucial to 
extract the extremely weak signal.

MSc student Malebo Moloko, supervised by Dr Matt Prescott 
and Prof Santos, recently completed her thesis on the study of 
the radio and optical properties of thousands of radio galaxies 
observed as part of a recent sky survey. Understanding why 
different galaxies have a range of different radio shapes is one of 
the current problems in radio astronomy, and is necessary for a 
comprehensive view of how galaxies form and evolve. This work 
lays the foundation for analysing larger samples of galaxies that 
will be observed by MeerKAT.

The newest additions to the CRC are postdoctoral researchers 
Dr Hengxing Pan and Dr Piyanat Kittiwisit, who are applying 
their expertise as part of the observational cosmology team.

Theoretical Cosmology

Theoretical cosmology is what allows us to understand the 
Universe and therefore to ask the right questions for observations 
to answer. It uses Einstein’s theory of gravity (and sometimes 
also alternative theories) to understand the physics of how the 

Cosmology (continued)

Credit: South African Radio Astronomy Observatory

Another imprint in the galaxy distribution is left by the rate of 
growth of galaxies in the Universe, which is a powerful probe 
of gravity and Dark Energy. CRC postdoctoral researcher Dr 
Louis Perenon uses supercomputer simulations to model the
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Another PhD student, Liantsoa Randrianjanahary (supervised 
by Prof Maartens and Dr Karagiannis), is developing a code 
that combines different  diagnostics of ther galaxy distribution 
to improve measurements of the growth rate – and also to 
measure the imprint on galaxy clustering from neutrinos.

The Theoretical Cosmology team looks forward to welcoming 
a new PhD student, Nomthendeleko Motha, who will join us 
this year.

growth rate in both Einstein’s theory and its alternatives, so 
that we can predict how well the SKA and other surveys will 
be able to test theories of gravity. By modelling the growth 
rate on small scales we aim to show that MeerKAT and the 
SKA will be able to deliver powerful new measurements of the 
growth rate. PhD student Simthembile Dlamini is developing 
his predictions for these measurements under the supervision 
of Prof Maartens and Dr Jolicoeur. Mponeng Kopana recently 
completed her MSc on a similar topic and is now a PhD student 
supervised by Prof Maartens and Dr Jolicoeur. 

A brief history of the Universe

Image of radio galaxies from MeerKAT (Credit: Dr Sourabh Paul)



Galaxies are the basic structural element of the Universe. 
It is the job of astrophysicists to generate theories that can be 
compared to observations in order to understand how these 
structures form and evolve with time. 

Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the Universe 
– a product of the Big Bang. Our current standard model 
of cosmological structure formation is one in which dark 
matter collapses under the influence of gravity to form large 
conglomerations known as dark matter haloes. Within these 
haloes, hydrogen collects. When the hydrogen is sufficiently 
pressurised, it begins to form stars. Hence, hydrogen is the 
raw fuel for star formation. In addition to the starlight we 
see from galaxies, there is also emission of radio waves from 
their hydrogen content. Radio telescopes are used to observe 
the hydrogen emission. Doing so allows astronomers to study 
many important galaxy processes. 

With the advent of telescopes such as MeerKAT, and in the 
near future the Square Kilometre Array, astronomy is entering 
a golden era of innovation and discovery. UWC astronomers 
are already leading some of the important efforts that will 
ultimately lead to vastly improved understanding of galaxies, 
which will unlock many secrets of our marvellous Universe.

Observing galaxies with MeerKAT
Hydrogen emission very faint. Historically, we’ve been limited 
to studying galaxies within the Milky Way neighbourhood. 
However, all of this is changing thanks to the MeerkAT 
telescope. The powerful imaging capabilities of MeerKAT 
allow South African astronomers to study the hydrogen 
properties of very distant galaxies. Because of the finite travel 
speed of light and radio waves, we see distant galaxies as they 
were billions of years ago. In this sense, MeerKAT is like a time 
machine that allows us to unlock the secrets of galaxies in the 
ancient Universe.

MeerKAT is also shedding new light on the properties of nearby 
galaxies. In 2019, UWC researchers used MeerKAT to observe 
a nearby pair of galaxies, NGC1512/1510. When using only an 
optical or infrared telescope to observe the starlight from these 
two galaxies, there is no evidence of them being influenced 
by one another. But the new MeerKAT image reveals the two 
galaxies to be completely embedded within a large reservoir of 
hydrogen. This complex hydrogen environment is probably 
a result of the ways in which the two galaxies have actually 
interacted with one another over billions of years. As they 
orbit their common centre of mass, they remove material from 
one another. The MeerKAT image is therefore a map of the 
interaction history of this system. In the near future, numerical 
simulations will be used to link features seen in the MeerKAT 

image to the interaction processes that have occurred. 

In the Department of Physics and Astronomy, Dr Ed Elson 
leads a group of talented researchers working on a variety of 
galaxy-related projects. The most recent member is Thando 
Mothogoane. For her MSc, Thando is studying the neutral 
hydrogen content of a nearby galaxy, IC4710. The hydrogen 
properties of this galaxy have never before been studied in 
detail. Thando has already investigated the ways in which the 
huge amount of energy pumped out by stars near the centre 
of the galaxy is shaping the overall structure of the system (as 
traced by its hydrogen content). Soon, Thando will generate 
the first measure of the galaxy’s rotation curve – a probe of 
how fast the galaxy is rotating. This will allow her to constrain 
the dark matter properties of the galaxy. 

After completing her MSc in 2020, Narusha Isaacs has recently 
started her PhD. Her project will focus on studying the 
hydrogen maps of a large sample of nearby galaxies in order to 
generate a quantitative, statistically significant understanding 
of their evolutionary processes. Narusha’s project will include 
components of coding, data mining, data analysis, and 
theoretical (mathematical) calculations. 

Nandrianina Randriamiarinarivo started his PhD in 2019. 
Nandri has been using supercomputer simulations of 
cosmological structure formation to understand some of the 
important processes related to galaxy evolution. A main aim 
for his project is to generate theoretical predictions of the 
results that will be produced from MeerKAT data acquired 
as part of various large galaxy surveys. Given that MeerKAT 
will allow us to probe new regions of parameter space, it is 
very important to compare the results to what we know from 
numerical simulations. Soon, Nandri will start searching 
MeerKAT data sets for galaxies – some of which will be new 
discoveries. 

Nicole Thomas is currently in the process of submitting her 
PhD, supervised by Prof Romeel Dave of the University of 
Edinburgh, UK, and Dr Elson. (Prof Dave was at UWC before 
moving to Edinburgh, and remains affiliated to UWC.) Nicole 
has used supercomputer simulations to study the ways in 
which supermassive black holes at the centres of large galaxies 
affect the properties and evolution of their host galaxies. 
Nicole’s research has already resulted in three publications in 
peer-reviewed international journals. Soon, Nicole will start 
a position as a postdoctoral research fellow at a prestigious 
European university. 

Marc Harris recently submitted his PhD, under the supervision 
of Dr Michelle Cluver of Swinburne University, Australia (who 
is formerly from UWC, and remains affiliated with UWC), and 
Prof Mario Santos. Marc used a multiwavelength approach 
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with radio telescopes and supercomputers
galaxies
Probing



to study star formation and black hole physics in galaxies. His 
work has led to a better understanding of the processes involved 
in galaxy evolution, and has already yielded a paper in an 
international journal. Some of the data used in the thesis was 
from MeerKAT and these results will be published soon. Marc 
is the first-ever PhD astronomy graduate in his home country, 
the Ivory Coast.

Dr Marcin Głowacki is the group’s postdoctoral researcher 
focused on galaxy studies. Marcin’s research has focused both 
on simulations and MeerKAT data. Marcin has worked with 
international collaborators to produce two papers that predict 
the ways in which we will measure important empirical scaling 
relations that serve as the pillars of modern astronomy. Marcin 
has been heavily involved in quality verification efforts for 
MeerKAT data sets. 

Simulating galaxies in supercomputers
In addition to observing galaxies with MeerKAT, UWC 
researchers are simulating galaxies on supercomputers in order 
to better understand the observational data from MeerKAT and 
other telescopes.

Prof Lerothodi Leeuw, who recently joined UWC, leads a joint 
South African-Belgian funded project on the interstellar medium 
in galaxies, together with Prof Maarten Baes of the University of 
Ghent in Belgium and Prof Erwin de Blok of ASTRON in the 
Netherlands. Combining synthetic data on hydrogen gas, dust 
masses, stellar masses and metallicities of galaxies, the scaling 
relations are investigated in the simulations and compared to 
those from data observed with the MeerKAT radio array and 
other complementary observations. The synthetic HI data come 
from the SIMBA cosmological simulations, a project led by 
Prof Romeel Dave of the University of Edinburgh, UK. On the 
other hand, the SKIRT 3D radiative transfer computer code 
developed and maintained at the University of Ghent and led 
by Prof Maarten Baes, is used to generate synthetic ultraviolet 
data for simulated galaxies, and these are used to calculate 
“observed” dust and stellar masses, among other things. The 
SIMBA simulation is particularly interesting in this work, since it 
contains interstellar dust prescriptions, while SKIRT computes 
dust properties using a state-of-the-art radiative transfer code 
that incorporates not only extinction but also scattering by dust. 

Prof Leeuw’s MSc student, Mpendulo Sibiya, is investigating the 
interstellar medium scaling relations in cosmological computer 
simulations of galaxy formation and evolution, as part of this 
international project. A new PhD student, Omphile Rabyang, 
has joined Prof Leeuw’s team this year.
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Left: Infrared image of galaxies NGC 1512 and NGC 1510. 
Here, we see the starlight from the galaxies. It offers no signs of 
interaction between the systems. Right: Our new MeerKAT image 
of the NGC1512/1510 system, showing its hydrogen content. The 
black crosses represent the stellar components of the galaxies as see 
in the panel on the left. The galaxies are completely embedded in 
a large, massive hydrogen reservoir. The complex distribution of 
hydrogen is a tracer of the interaction history of these two galax-
ies. Axes represent distance in units of kilo parsecs. 1 kpc = 3261 
light years = 3.1 x 1016 km. The physical extent of the hydrogen 
seen in our MeerKAT map is approximately a billion billion km.

Top illustration: 
Infrared image of galaxies NGC 1512 and NGC 1510, showing 
the starlight from the galaxies. There are no clear signs of 
interaction between the systems. 

Bottom illustration: 
Our new MeerKAT image of the NGC 1512/1510 system, 
showing its hydrogen content. Black crosses represent the centres 
of the stellar components of the galaxies in the upper panel. The 
galaxies are completely embedded in a large, massive hydrogen 
reservoir. The physical extent of the hydrogen is approximately 
1 billion billion km.
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DATA

Credit: NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center/S. Wiessinger
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Comprising thousands of antennas in both South Africa and 
Australia, the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be the biggest 
telescope in the world. A telescope of that scale comes with 
enormous data challenges – the SKA will collect data at a rate 
of 10 times the world’s internet traffic. MeerKAT, the SKA 
precursor telescope built in the Karoo, can already produce 
data from a single observation that would fill an entire laptop 
hard drive. 

On the other side of the world, in Chile, an optical telescope 
is being built called the Vera C Rubin Observatory. The 
Rubin Observatory will be excellent at detecting astrophysical 
“transients” – objects whose brightness varies over time. 
These incredible events include things like exploding stars 
(supernovae) or supermassive black holes devouring material 
(tidal disruption events). The Rubin Observatory is so sensitive 
it will detect 10 million new transient events every single night.

The impossibly large datasets from these next-generation 
telescopes are a treasure trove of potential scientific discoveries. 
History is littered with ground-breaking, Nobel prize-winning 
discoveries that were entirely unexpected. A great example was 
the discovery of a pulsar – a dense, rapidly rotating star – in 
1967. It produced a signal so regular that its discoverer, Jocelyn 
Bell-Burnell, wondered if she’d discovered a signal from aliens! 

Pulsars are now an important class of objects that are actively 
studied in astronomy. The key point, though, is that Bell-Burnell 
only made this discovery by carefully looking through all her 
data manually. How will we make these kinds of discoveries 
among 10 million transient alerts from the Rubin Observatory? 
Or among the billions of galaxies detected by the SKA?

Machine learning, a branch of artificial intelligence, has 
emerged as a powerful tool for analysing large datasets. Machine 
learning allows computers to automatically learn models from 
data, without being explicitly programmed. With the onset of 
the Fourth Industrial Revolution, machine learning plays a 
critical role in almost every aspect of modern life. 

Dr Michelle Lochner, an NRF P-rated researcher, is a leading 
researcher in machine learning. She has applied machine 
learning to automate anomaly detection, the search for 
weird or outlying objects in a dataset, and so enable scientific 
discovery even in very large datasets, such as those from the 
SKA or the Rubin Observatory. The framework, developed 
in collaboration with Prof Bruce Bassett at the South African 
Radio Astronomy Observatory, called Astronomaly, is capable 
of detecting unusual objects in almost any kind of astronomical 
dataset. It also incorporates a unique step of obtaining feedback 
from a user to create a kind of “recommendation engine” for 
unusual astrophysical objects. It’s a bit like Netflix or Amazon: 
Astronomaly will say, “You may be interested in these merging 
galaxies, which are similar to the ones you’ve liked before!”

When applied to some MeerKAT data, Astronomaly quickly 
picked out the unusual radio galaxies pictured on page 18. 
These include active galactic nuclei (AGN) – galaxies with 
active supermassive black holes that emit enormous jets into 
space. Some of these galaxies have strange shapes because of 
their interaction with the intergalactic medium. Although none 
of these objects are unexpected scientific discoveries, they do 
show the potential of Astronomaly to quickly pick out the most 
unusual objects in a dataset, saving expert scientists from having 
to pick through thousands or even millions of sources. 

Exploring astronomically big data with machine learning
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Big Data (continued)

Machine learning, a branch of artificial 
intelligence, has emerged as a powerful tool 
for analysing large datasets.

Credit: 
South African Radio 
Astronomy Observatory
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nature to that which would be obtained from the Vera C Rubin 
Observatory. However, unlike the transient focus of the Rubin 
Observatory, the focus of his work is on detecting anomalies 
within a static data set – data that is not time-dependent. 
Anomalies of this sort include galaxy merger events, in which 
galaxies collide or even devour other galaxies, as well as the 
ever-elusive gravitational lens, first predicted by Einstein in 
the 1930s. These objects have profound importance for our 
understanding of dark matter and how it is distributed within 
space. 

Galaxy mergers provide additional insight into the evolution of 
galaxies. Gravitational lenses allow cosmologists to determine 
the matter content and the rate of expansion of the universe. 
The current data he is working with is from the large survey 
called DECaLS, seen as a precursor survey to the Legacy 
Survey of Space and Time to be undertaken with the Rubin 
Observatory. This data is unprecedented in quality and scale, 
providing a real opportunity to detect some never before seen 
astronomical phenomena. The techniques developed will be 
applied to large radio surveys from telescopes such as MeerKAT. 
The results produced so far have proved to be very promising. 
Verlon’s favourite galaxy merger event detection so far can be 
seen below. 

Dr Lochner’s MSc student, Malema Ramonyai, is working on 
applications of machine learning techniques to optical transient 
data. This is a branch of astronomy that focuses on objects that 
change brightness over some time. The data comes in the form 
of a light curve, a plot that tells the story of an astronomical 
object. He is actively searching for rare objects and possible new 
discoveries from the Catalina Real-Time Transient Survey data. 
This data is a testbed for the upcoming large surveys like those 
expected from the Vera C Rubin Observatory. 

The old way of making new discoveries was to explicitly look 
at the light curve of objects, and search for rare behaviours. 
This technique is simply too slow for the Rubin Observatory’s 
enormous transient data stream, especially because these objects 
can fade quickly. Malema is exploring techniques that can detect 
interesting transients automatically. The image shown on pages 
17-18 is an example of a time-varying object frequently found 
by telescopes. An example of these is a cataclysmic variable star, 
a binary system composed of a massive star and a highly dense 
star The dense star accretes material from the massive star, 
which results in occasional bright outbursts called novae and, 
eventually, the violent death of the high-density star.

Verlon Etsebeth, another MSc student supervised by Dr Lochner, 
is currently applying Astronomaly to optical data similar in

Credit: Legacy Surveys / D Lang (Perimeter Institute)
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Data-intensive astronomy 
and its benefits

Whether astronomers study phenomena in space that vary 
over time, images captured of astronomical objects, or simulate 
the whole Universe and what telescopes can see, they share a 
few things that make possible their quest for understanding. 
One of these is computers. Astronomers use computers a lot 
– from specialised computers at the back of telescopes to the 
laptops on which they work every day. 

The second aspect of astronomical research is code. Indeed, 
astronomers spend more time programming computers than 
actually staring at beautiful images of the sky. In fact, those 
images are the result of both the work of telescopes and 
scientific codes and software applied to those observations. 
Observations or simulations – data – are also an element that 
all astronomers need. Data is the term we use to describe any 
sort of digital information that we use to extract scientific 
knowledge.

Astronomical data is generated either by what telescopes 
detect, or by simulations. Like our five senses, telescopes detect 
a lot of things. When, for example, we focus on watching a 
movie, we would rather not have other noises bother us. In 
astronomy we use the same word – “noise” – to describe what 
our telescopes pick up but is not of interest. For example, if 
you want to look at a galaxy far, far away, our own galaxy may 
be in the way. The signals picked up by a telescope from the 
Milky Way may then be considered noise. 

But we also have a saying in astronomy: One astronomer’s 
noise is another astronomer’s data. Indeed, nearly everything 
is interesting in astronomy. We even need to understand what 
human-made signals, such as those coming from satellites, 
look like when seen from our telescopes, because we need 
to remove those. This is how we make sure the data we keep 
really comes from what we are trying to observe. And with 
ever more powerful telescopes, the sheer amount of data itself 
becomes “astronomical”. That’s why we say that astronomy is a 
data-intensive field of science. 

In summary, telescopes, computers, code and data are the 
tools of the trade. The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) is being 
built in South Africa, starting with MeerKAT, which is already 
producing unequalled observations of the Universe. There 
is a need to make sure that the data from these telescopes is 
available to South African researchers and students – and that 
they have the skills required to analyse the data. 

This led to the establishment of the Inter-University Institute 
for Data Intensive Astronomy (IDIA) in 2015. IDIA is currently 
a partnership between the University of the Western Cape, the 
University of Cape Town (UCT) and the University of Pretoria, 
as well as the South African Radio Astronomy Observatory 
(SARAO), which built and runs MeerKAT and manages the 
SKA site in the Karoo. IDIA at UWC is closely linked to the 
UWC Astro Group. Prof Russ Taylor is the founding Director of 
IDIA, and an NRF A-rated scientist who holds a research chair 
jointly at UCT and UWC and splits his time between Canada 
and South Africa. Prof Taylor was the founding international 
SKA Project Scientist and co-authored the first SKA Science 
Case. The Associate Director at IDIA is Prof Carolina Odman, 
who leads the development and outreach programme.

All this data requires some new technological tools. One of the 
key technologies we use is cloud computing. The data and the 
codes are on computers “in the cloud”. This simply means that 
it doesn’t matter where the computers are located. As long 
as you have an internet connection you can create codes and 
apply them to the data wherever it is stored, and all you need 
to see gets served to you through the web. In South Africa, the 
ilifu research cloud was built by IDIA. Ilifu also has partners 
at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT), 
Stellenbosch and Sol Plaatje universities, and also serves the 
bioinformatics community, because genetics and bioinformatics 
are also data-intensive areas of science and South Africa is a 
leader in those fields on the continent. With cloud computing, 
researchers don’t need to download the data or the codes, just 
the results – and codes tend to be much, much smaller than 
the data itself. A part of turning data into science in astronomy 
is even called data reduction. 

By means of cloud computing, astronomers are also able to 
collaborate on the data and share codes and results, which also 
helps to make sure that our research results are reproducible. 
It is a validation process whereby other scientists need to 
be able to carry out the same analysis and obtain the same 
results. Nowadays, it is not enough to describe the method 
used. The data and the code are part of a scientific analysis. 
They are digital assets that are part of scientific publications. 
Considering this, there is therefore also a need for a new 
approach to research data management. Prof Mattia Vaccari is 
a researcher in astronomy and Director of eResearch at UWC. 
In this position, he is making sure that the university and its 
researchers are equipped for this new paradigm.

The Universe in 
the cloud: 
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Many of the codes and the software written by astronomers are 
common to many projects and the programmes themselves are 
the fruit of large software collaborations. One of IDIA’s areas 
of interest is data visualisation and one of the big software 
packages that IDIA scientists and staff are working on is called 
CARTA, the Cube Analysis and Rendering Tool for Astronomy, 
which enables the creation of images from the large file sizes 
obtained from radio telescopes such as MeerKAT. Without 
software like this, it is very difficult to see what’s going on in 
the data.

Prof Vaccari, when focusing on astronomy, is tackling yet 
another challenge for astronomers: how to combine different 
observations. Imagine that you see some galaxies in infra-red 
light using one telescope, then in radio waves using another 
telescope. If you can combine what you see from those galaxies 
in both infra-red and radio, you can learn a lot more about 
them. But it is not as easy as it seems. Some objects appear 
point-like in one type of light, but look like spread-out 
smudges in other types of light. How do you make sure you can 
superimpose those observations accurately? That is the focus 
of Prof Vaccari’s project  HIPPO (Help-IDIA Panchromatic 
PrOject). It aims to create a cloud-based environment where 
radio data can be combined with observations in other 
wavelengths to study the evolution of galaxies, using machine 
learning algorithms to sift through large amounts of data in an 
automated manner.

Postdoctoral researchers Dr Matt Prescott and Dr Fangxia An 
work with Profs Vaccari and Taylor on MeerKAT data from 
the MIGHTEE project for galaxy evolution studies. Matt leads 
the MIGHTEE cross-matching effort, combining MeerKAT 
data with optical datasets, while Fangxia works on combining 
MeerKAT radio data with data from other SKA pathfinders 
such as GMRT in India and LOFAR in Europe, to gain insights 
into the nature of distant radio sources.

Chaka Mofokeng and Sibusiso Mdhluli work with Profs 
Vaccari and Taylor on their MSc projects, in which they aim to 
classify radio galaxies using machine learning techniques such 

as convolutional neural networks (Chaka) and self-organised 
maps (Sibusiso). This task has mostly been done by means of 
visual inspection of individual galaxies by astronomers, but this 
is rapidly becoming impractical and needs to be automated by 
the time the SKA comes online. Their main aim is therefore 
to evaluate the effectiveness of the different techniques and to 
further develop them so that we are ready to use the SKA to 
the best of its capabilities from day one.

Combining the observing capabilities of new astronomical 
instrumentation and the data processing capabilities offered 
by cloud computing technologies, we can now also study if 
and how the sky changes over time, in unprecedented detail. 
Boikuthso Mabala and Mfundo Mdwadube work with Profs 
Vaccari and Taylor on the ADFS-MeerKAT project, which 
is using MeerKAT and MeerLICHT (an optical telescope at 
Sutherland) to simultaneously observe the same patch of the 
sky in the radio and in the optical over a period of two years 
and determine if and how radio sources change in brightness.

IDIA aims to ensure that communities, learners, the public 
and other students benefit from its work. Prof Carolina 
Odman has designed and led this arm of IDIA. IDIA regularly 
runs hackathons, in partnership with its partners in the Office 
of Astronomy for Development (OAD), the UK-South Africa 
DARA Big Data programme and SARAO. In a hackathon, 
students – from undergraduates to PhD level – come together 
over an intensive two-day event during which they learn to 
apply machine learning to different types of data sets. Inspired 
by the tools of radio astronomy, students acquire the ability 
to find pulsars in radio astronomy data, create a movie 
recommender engine or analyse the public’s sentiment about 
the coronavirus pandemic from Twitter data. 

These events are well attended and were run in-person until 
March 2020, when an event was held at Sol Plaatje University, 
and then in various hybrid and online formats since. 
Participants have come from South African universities as well 
as all the eight African partner countries in the SKA, plus a 
few more.

Combining the observing capabilities of new 
astronomical instrumentation and the data 
processing capabilities offered by cloud 
computing technologies, we can now also study 
if and how the sky changes over time, 
in unprecedented detail.

The Universe in 
the cloud: 
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Each event happens in the cloud, with IDIA’s research cloud 
being made available to the students for their projects. IDIA’s 
cloud computing platform is also used to support the DARA 
Big Data Research schools organised by SARAO since 2018. In 
this context, students spend two weeks carrying out big data 
research projects. Because these are intense skills-development 
events, IDIA also brings in people to help develop industry 
skills. From a CV lab to intervention by entrepreneurs to 
a mock start-up competition, role-play is used to help the 
students think about their big data projects and skills from a 
different perspective, and familiarise themselves with industry 
thinking and practices.

While scientific skills are being developed, the Development 
and Outreach arm of IDIA also seeks to ensure that this 
work benefits, and inspires communities. IDIA and the CRC 
have been supporting Sibusiso Mdhluli’s Summer School in 
Acornhoek, the small town he comes from in Mpumalanga 
for the past few years. This school helps Grade 11 learners get 
ahead on their Grade 12 maths and science programme with 

the help of previous learners, now science students, across the 
country. 

To explain the science that happens, there needs to be equitable 
language. In collaboration with UWC’s Xhosa department 
members Dr Sebolelo Makopela and her student Sinethemba 
Nobom, Chaka Mofokeng and Prof Odman are developing 
resources about astronomy in isiXhosa and other African 
languages. This takes a lot of thinking as the team tries to go 
beyond just co-opting English scientific terms.

IDIA’s Development and Outreach office is committed to the 
development of young people using astronomy, and this comes 
at a time when the continent is getting ready to use the SKA 
radio telescope. Cape Town was chosen as the destination for 
the International Astronomical Unions’ General Assembly 
in 2024, when the global astronomy community will come 
together, presenting an opportunity to showcase African talent 
in science and technology and the warmth of the African spirit.

Cape Town, South Africa 10 - 17 September 2018

Gaborone, Botswana 5 - 8 November 2018

Cape Town, South Africa 6 - 16 October 2019

Windhoek, Namibia 7 - 19 October 2019

Kimberley, South Africa 12 - 13 March 2020

Lusaka, Zambia (Hybrid event) 30 September - 1 October, 2020

Pan-African, (Online event) 1 - 3 December 2020

Maputo, Mozambique (Hybrid event) 16 - 18 February 2021

Event DatesLocation
DARA Big Data Africa School 2018 

International Data Week SciDataCon

DARA Big Data School 2019

Namibia University of Science and Technology

Sol Plaatje University Hackathon

University of Zambia

Space Generation Advisory Council joint hackathon

University Eduardo Mondlane

IDIA also seeks to ensure 
that this work benefits, and 
inspires communities.

The Universe in the cloud (continued)

Sesotho version of a careers leaflet created by IDIA 
and translated by Chaka Mofokeng as part of IDIA 
Development and Outreach projects.



Below: GRG1 as seen in MIGHTEE (yellow contours), overlaid on a composite optical image of HSC g, r and 
i bands. Contours are shown at intervals of 30 √ 3 n µJy beam −1 , where n = 0, 1, 2...20. The lowest contour 
level is 7 µJy beam −1 and is shown in magenta to highlight the full extent of the GRG. The inset shows an 
enlargement of the core area, where the host galaxy can be seen.

Above: GRG2 as seen in MIGHTEE (yellow contours), overlaid on a composite optical image of HSC g, r and i 
bands. Contours are shown at intervals of 20√3n µJy beam−1, where n = 0, 1, 2...20. The lowest contour level 
is 5 µJy beam−1 and is shown in magenta to highlight the full extent of the GRG. The inset shows an enlarge-
ment of the core area.
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Dr Frederic Isingizwe 

Big data and 
food security

“From farm to fork” is a relatable and simplistic 
expression but it encapsulates the rather complex 
succession of events and processes from the food 
producer to consumer along the so-called “food value 
chain”. Like most commodities, in this modern era, 
food production is left to a few commercial farming 
businesses, and food availability, quality and safety 
is neither perceived as a real concern nor a topic for 
news headlines. However, these aspects together with 
the problem of food waste and loss are directly linked 
to food security and are not well understood by the 
general public, unless you are a role-player in the food 
production, processing and distribution sectors.

Food waste and loss accounts for over 30% of the food 
produced globally every year, according to Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
estimates. High losses of food in developing countries 
are mostly caused by lack of infrastructure and expertise 
for handling produce during and after harvest, and for 
conservation, whereas, in developed countries, wasted 
food at retailers and by consumers is the predominant 
factor.

In South Africa, food insecurity is of high concern; 
according to the latest available numbers, about 11% of 
the country’s employment that has recently occurred

because the response implemented to manage the 
Covid-19 pandemic, the situation can only worsen; many 
families have seen their breadwinners lose jobs and, as 
a result, food became more difficult to gain access to. 
Nonetheless, before the pandemic, South Africa’s food 
security was already suboptimal and the government’s 
interventions, such as feeding schoolgoing children and 
social grants, are useful to some extent but not enough 
to close the hunger gaps. An urgent need to address 
the situation is evident, but the most efficient way to go 
about it is elusive. 

My work touches on current and upcoming data-
intensive research activities that are focused on 
improving food systems in South Africa and Africa at 
large. The research involves using sensing devices, 
data they generate directly and historical data on food 
products and their environment along the food value 
chain to enhance the efficiency of various processes 
for more robust food systems. The aim is to establish 
a better understanding of the complexity in local food 
systems, processes that help reduce food losses, improve 
availability and accessibility of safe and nutritious foods 
and generate knowledge that helps local agribusinesses 
and policy-makers address long-standing challenges in 
improving the lives of the community.
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Big data and 
food security

Strengthening food systems
For the past few decades, modern technology has led to an 
increasing use of sensing devices and information services 
enabled by the internet. This produces ever-increasing 
amounts of data that represent a rich pool of information 
to understand complex systems, human behaviour and 
interaction, forecast future potential weather and climate 
patterns, diagnose diseases and many more applications. It is 
not far-fetched to say that these data-enabled capabilities can 
help South Africa to unravel the complexity of its food systems 
while studying the interdependencies between socioeconomic 
predispositions, the food generation sector, and environmental 
changes. 

By leveraging the opportunities afforded by modern data 
analytics and computational infrastructure, we can better 
understand the current and predict the future status of food 
availability. The DSI-NRF Centre of Excellence in Food Security 
(CoE-FS), in collaboration with UWC’s eResearch Office and 
the DVC R&I’s Data Intensive Research Niche Area funded 
by the Department of Higher Education and Training’s HDI 
Development Grant, are exploring this approach to research 
as an effective way to improve our policies. Furthermore, Big 
Data can play a significant role in improving processes along 
various stages of the food value chain from production to 
consumption.

Production
Agricultural production has seen transformation from 
traditional labour-intensive practices to mechanisation, 
fertilisation, disease prevention and improved crops through 
variety selection, breeding and science-based modification. 
This has resulted in increased yields and improved capabilities 
in handling large-scale production of agri-food and livestock. 
Nonetheless, these transformational achievements cannot 
account for precise irrigation, precise application of pesticides 
and fertilisers, or the gauging and control of environmental 
factors such as lighting, temperature and humidity. 

Advances towards achieving this are encapsulated in what is 
known as precision agriculture and/or smart farming, which 
uses the power of sensing devices and the exploitation of 
data they generate, allowing farmers to provide the optimal 
growing environment for crops. With this way of farming 
that incorporates data-driven technology, optimal harvest 
times can be determined accurately, which minimises loss of 
produce at harvest, allows for the optimisation of shelf life and 
the quality of produce after harvest, saving money for farmers 
and retailers, and contributes to consumer satisfaction. On 
the other hand, farmers are able to track and adjust grazing 
patterns of livestock to maximize milk production in cattle, for 
example.      

Processing
Processed foods are prone to suffer from adulteration, which 
might constitute a health hazard. Big Data technology enables 
live monitoring and tracing of food products’ origin and 
authenticity. This can help to ensure the consumption of safe 
foods, thus decreasing non-communicable diseases emanating 
from unsafe foods.

Distribution
During distribution, foods undergo all kinds of handling 

for storing and transportation activities. Fresh produce 
suffers from various forms of damage because of improper 
handling, packaging, vibrations in the case of road transport, 
and suboptimal conservation conditions such as the common 
temperature breaks in reefer containers and cooled storage. 
In this area, monitoring quality deterioration as related to 
environmental conditions during transport and storage could 
improve the operations related to distribution. Environmental 
storage conditions are commonly monitored but such data 
is underexploited; it could be mined to generate insight to 
support decisions and to help with product traceability and 
increase transparency along the supply chain, especially for 
exported produce. 

South African companies suffer from tremendous losses 
on every shipment of fresh produce exported to overseas 
markets because of quality deterioration of products. Although 
insurance provisions cover some of their financial losses, the 
deteriorated products remain lost. Developing data-driven 
technologies could make a tremendous difference to the food 
industry, especially for fresh produce.

Retail
The food retail industry receives various food items with a 
standard system that provides “sell by” or “expiration” dates 
and nutritional content for most products. Nonetheless, large 
amounts of food still go to waste after the expiration date 
while on the shelf or in the consumer’s hands. On the other 
hand, some products, including liquor and tobacco, get sold 
in fraudulent ways by unlicensed parties and to people of 
non-drinking age. Big Data technology enables traceability 
of food products, can help to determine when and where the 
sale becomes illegal, and can also provide live information on 
produce quality and shelf life to prioritise item sales and better 
manage inventory.        

The takeaway
Big data technologies offer the possibility of success in taking 
action towards the UN’s sustainable development goals 
(SDGs), including climate action, good health and wellbeing, 
sustainable cities and communities, and zero hunger (ending 
hunger, achieving food security and improved nutrition, and 
promoting sustainable agriculture), to name a few. However, 
their implementation to achieve most of the aforementioned 
outcomes and thus to build more robust food systems is still 
lacking in South Africa. 

The eResearch team at UWC endeavours to enable research 
in the contexts mentioned above, in addition to other 
interdisciplinary data-intensive research projects and related 
postgraduate training and international collaborations. 
We provide access to our in-house cluster computing 
infrastructure, the MeerKAT cluster, and we facilitate training 
and access to computing infrastructure such as ilifu and the 
Centre for High Performance Computing (CHPC). We have 
been exploring cloud computing and training services and 
possible partnerships with Amazon, Google, IBM, Microsoft 
and Nvidia, and we are currently in the process of applying 
for research credits on their cloud services to support UWC 
research projects. We hope to see more stakeholders across 
UWC getting engaged in developing such solutions and 
strengthening food systems in South Africa.

Dr Frederic Isingizwe is an eResearch scientist in the eResearch Office 
of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor: Research and Innovation
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Dr Lwando Scott 

Inxeba (The Wound), 

Queerness and Xhosa 
Culture 

The release of the film Inxeba in early 2018 was mired in 
controversy and contestation because of its subject matter of 
same-sex intimacy, and in particular the Xhosa cultural setting 
within which the same-sex intimacy was shown to take place. 
Inxeba is a film about the lives of Xhosa boys and men who are 
involved in ulwaluko, a traditional Xhosa rite of passage that 
includes circumcision for Xhosa boys in a process meant to 
make them men. The film depicts an emotional and sexual 
encounter between some of the men during the weeks of the 
initiation process. Inxeba depicts the complex intersections, 
within Xhosa culture, of rites of passage, masculinities, 
queerness, and the relationships between men in a homosocial 
environment. 

When the film premiered nationally, a boycott of it was 
proposed by traditional leaders, the Xhosa Chiefs from the 
Eastern Cape, through the Congress of Traditional Leaders 
of South Africa (Contralesa). Threats were issued to theatres 
showing the film in parts of the Eastern Cape. Death threats 
were issued to the actors in the film, particularly to the lead 
actor, Nakhane, who was most vocal about the importance of 
the film and the message it conveyed. Ironically, the violence, 
or the threat of violence, following the release of the film 
echoed the violence partly critiqued by the film. 

When the film was released there were many debates on social 
media and news outlets about the film and its legitimacy. In 
all of the debates, disagreements, and outright rejections of 
the film, it was clear that the film touched a nerve and started 
conversation. There were people who supported the film, but 
the voices that were distinctly audible were those who spoke up 
against the film. Although controversial and divisive, because 
many people had strong opinions about it, the film created an 
opportunity for conversation among South Africans. 

My argument here is that the film challenges dominant ideas 
of black masculinity. The film specifically challenges dominant 
forms of Xhosa masculinities and does so by going to the 
foundation, the “factory” of dominant Xhosa masculinities – 
ulwaluko. I am interested in the film because of the possibilities 
it creates both through its existence as a work of art that speaks 
to the realities of some Xhosa queer men, and also because of 
the space it created for a conversation about the intersection of 
queerness, Xhosa masculinities and Xhosa culture. 

Queer people have always been a challenge to dominant 
constructions of masculinity. Kopano Ratele attributes this 

challenge to the simultaneous belonging and unbelonging 
of queer African people, arguing that “perhaps the most 
disquieting challenge that non-conforming, queer Africans 
pose for masculine traditionalism is that they represent the 
fact that ‘we’ can be ‘us’ and ‘them’ at once”. The existence 
of queerness or queer people in the film Inxeba, and the 
reactions towards that existence, make obvious this challenge 
to traditional understandings of masculinities. 

Inxeba forces Xhosa communities to engage with queerness 
and with what queerness means for Xhosa masculinities. 
Inxeba encourages deeper thought about black men’s bodies. It 
encourages a thoughtful reflection on queer bodies, and how 
they intersect and interact with idealised Xhosa masculinities. 
It also gently invites us to ponder the making of Xhosa 
masculinities. Inxeba challenges Xhosa culture and the men 
who see themselves as vanguards of Xhosa cultural practices, 
and in the process creates a space for possibilities, particularly 
for conversations about culture, queerness, and masculinities. 

The film, and the reactions towards the film, are also to 
be understood in context – that of a rapidly changing 
democratic South Africa where South Africans are free to 
construct themselves, including their sexual selves. The sexual 
orientation protection clause in the South African Constitution 
has enabled queer South Africans to be visible and to make 
claims to rights as citizens in the country. Indeed, Pierre de Vos 
has argued that the sexual orientation clause “contributed to 
the constitution of lesbian and gay identity” in post-apartheid 
South Africa. It is this constitutionally mandated freedom that 
has led to the legalisation of same-sex marriage in South Africa. 

Although marriage equality has been achieved, a majority 
of queer South Africans still face homophobic violence and 
other violent exclusions. Through colonialism, and then 
apartheid, the social context of South Africa is one where black 
bodies have historically been subjugated. In the context of a 
colonial history, the black body has always been seen through 
what Achille Mbembe called the “negative interpretation”, 
an interpretation that has failed to humanise black love and 
black expressions of affection and intimacy. The irony, of 
course, is that the film Inxeba, and the reactions against the 
film, are responding to the “negative interpretation” of the 
representation of the black body. The film sees black queer 
bodies in a positive light, and inserts queer bodies into Xhosa 
culture, but those who see same-sex attraction as “unAfrican” 
see the existence of same-sex desire in Xhosa culture as 
damaging to Xhosa culture. 
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In the history of colonial oppression, where the seeds of the 
“homosexuality is unAfrican” ethos were sown through laws 
such as the penal codes, Inxeba offers us alternative ways of 
thinking about the queer black body, and how it can be 
represented. It disrupts the heteronormative representations 
of black bodies in post-apartheid South Africa and asserts that 
there are other bodies in this landscape. The film also affirms 
alternative ways of sexualising the African body that are not 
hinged on the dominant heteronormative Western standard. 
Indeed, scholars Ifi Amadiume and Oyèrónké Oyěwùmí 
have made significant contributions to our understanding 
of the complex history of sex and gender systems in African 
societies, and their critiques of the imposition of Western 
Christian norms on African sex and gender systems offer us 
alternative ways of seeing African bodies. 

Inxeba articulates different ways of scripting Xhosa male bodies, 
a scripting that moves away from the dominant masculine and 
heteronormative tropes inherited from the colonial project. 
The alternative representation of black bodies is particularly 
salient for black men’s bodies because in the South African 
context black men’s bodies have historically been linked to 
slave-like labour in the mines, and black men were seen only as 
“garden boys” for white settler gardens, subject to brutalisation 
by the state apparatus enforcing apartheid policies. In Inxeba 
black men’s bodies invert this script: black men’s bodies relate 
to each other in ways that are not usually seen, and in ways that 
force the viewer to challenge their ideas of what exactly black 
bodies are supposed to be like and to do. 

Over the past 20 years, there has been a proliferation of studies 
focusing on African masculinities, as demonstrated by Changing 
Men in Southern Africa, edited by Robert Morrell (2001), African 
Masculinities, edited by Lahoucine Ouzgane and Robert Morrell 
(2005), and Masculinities in Contemporary Africa, edited by Egodi 
Uchendu (2008). These volumes focus on different parts of the 
African continent and demonstrate the complexities and vast 
range of African masculinities. In the South African context, 
Kopano Ratele has paved a theoretical path for us to think 
about African masculinities in their contexts. Ratele argues for 
a psychology of African boys and men, and masculinities, that is 
situated, stating that “the psychology of boys and men still has 
to fully turn to African boys and men as African boys and men, 
rather merely as boys and men in Africa”.  This is important, 
considering the history of colonialism and apartheid in South 

Africa, and how the legacies of these systems continue to shape 
African masculinities. 

Ratele, from within his discipline, pushes for an African-
centered psychology, but his insights are useful to other areas 
of study and raise questions about African cultures, African 
traditions, and how these are negotiated in the contemporary 
moment with regard to gender and sexuality. In academic 
scholarship, African masculinities, gender non-conforming 
and queer masculinities must be taken seriously. In other 
words, the proposal made by Sakhumzi Mfecane, for African-
centred theories of masculinities, “theorising masculinity based 
on popular African concepts of personhood” must include 
gender-non-conforming and queer masculinities. 

My intervention on Inxeba and its focus on ulwaluko is an effort 
to take seriously African masculinities, gender-non-conforming 
and queer masculinities. Ulwaluko is a complicated ritual that 
involves multilayered social arrangements, and the popular 
discussions of ulwaluko often lack depth and seriousness. The 
rite of passage of ulwaluko is about tradition, which means it 
is about having a history; it is about culture, which means it 
is about belonging; it is about boys turning into men, which 
means it is about personhood. 

The conversation between feminist scholar Pumla Gqola and 
artist and art historian Thembinkosi Goniwe illuminates the 
high stakes involved in the debates about the rite of passage 
of ulwaluko. Goniwe argues that “ulwaluko functions in the 
construction of sexuality and masculinity both positively and 
negatively, despite the confusion fuelled by the media due to 
the current crisis the ritual confronts”. Goniwe is speaking 
here about the value this rite of passage has for Xhosa men, 
but also the destructive elements, for example, the kind of man 
that is produced by the rite of passage. When Goniwe speaks 
of the “current crisis” he is referring to the death of some 
of the boys while going through the rite of passage, a crisis 
that makes headline news every June and December. Goniwe 
argues that we need to “problematise fixed positions or male 
perspectives that are learned, transmitted and naturalised by 
ways of traditional and socio-cultural practices, which ulwaluko 
is, among others”.  In other words, we cannot only look at 
the positive aspects of the ritual and negate the destructive 
elements.
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We have to be  mindful that public discussions of ulwaluko 
are contentious, at the best of times, because the history of 
colonialism is still with us and affects how African cultural 
practices are seen and interpreted. Centred in the public 
debates about the film Inxeba are arguments about loss or 
threatened loss of culture. It is the multiplicity of culture and 
tradition, the colonial past, and patriarchy, that make the 
debates about ulwaluko so contentious in the contemporary 
moment. The protectionism around culture, borne of the 
negative interpretation of African life, creates an environment 
of what Ratele calls the “retribalisation” of African life in 
defense of African culture. 

It is understanding this complex history that enables us to 
understand the fallout over the film Inxeba, the contempt for 
gender-non-conforming masculinities, and for queer people. 
This by no means allows for a justification of the brutality that 
is visited upon those who question patriarchal and traditional 
power, and how it is simultaneously against imperialism, but is 
invested in the defence of hegemonic masculinities. Inxeba is a 
film that challenges dominant ideas about masculinity through 
the intersection of Xhosa culture and queerness. It provokes 
conversation about difference and how difference manifests 
itself in Xhosa culture. The film is a critical intervention that 
opens up a space for imagining alternative configurations 
for queer Xhosa boys and men within Xhosa culture, by 
demonstrating the damaging hostility within the Xhosa culture 
that stifles alternative sexualities. The characters in Inxeba 
portray the convoluted and difficult position in which queer 
Xhosa boys and men find themselves, of wanting to be part of 
their culture but being asked to be part of the culture through 
a denial of who they are. Of course, this is the African queer 
conundrum articulated succinctly by Ratele, of “being part 
of a culture yet partially apart from it, a sense of being torn 
and having multiple belongings, [which] is of course central 
in thinking of not only homosexual Africans, but of oppressed 
sexual identities generally”. 

The hostility towards the film Inxeba was ultimately 
grounded in homophobia disguised as preservation of 
culture. The rejection of the film by mostly cisgender men 
demonstrates the desire to hold on to power through cultural 

institutions and practices in spaces where dominant forms of 
heteropatriarchy cannot be questioned. The hostility towards 
Inxeba was motivated by the film’s challenges to traditional 
heteropatriarchal homophobic power and its insistence on 
queer narratives within black cultural spaces. The film asserts 
that queer Xhosa boys and men matter and that the complex 
terrain in which their intimacies operate and find voice needs 
to be engaged with fully. Inxeba summons a different future for 
queer Xhosa boys and men and in turn for all black boys and 
men in South Africa. It provides an articulation of black queer 
bodies and their interaction with black cultural traditions that 
challenges normative assumptions about black boys and men 
and their culture, and we are all better for it. 

Dr Lwando Scott is an Andrew W. Mellon Postdoctoral Fellow at the 
Centre for Humanities Research (lwando.scott@gmail.com)
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Ihad the tremendous honour, from about 2005, to spend 
time with Luli Callinicos over a decade or as we served together 
on different heritage councils and different committees 
,including the South African Heritage Resources Agency 
(SAHRA), the National Heritage Council (NHC), as part of the 
process of heritage transformation. This also included being 
in conversation with her about Freedom Park, where she was 
council chairperson, and where I served on committees. In this 
time it was also an honour to have participated in conversation 
with Bra Wally Serote and his colleagues about the basis of 
creating Freedom Park, an institution about the making of 
freedom in South Africa. More generally, it was a tremendous 
learning experience to be in conversation with Bra Wally 
and his colleagues about the installation and the creation of 
institutions of national heritage.

Along the way, it was a wonderfully engaging experience to 
have regular opportunities to talk with Luli about her project 
on the sites of significance in the life story of Nelson Mandela, 
that became The World that Made Mandela as well as her research 
on the biography of Oliver Tambo, which became Oliver Tambo: 
Beyond the Engeli Mountains. These were important engagements 
for me because I was also writing a biography and engaging 
with approaches to biography. We had a fundamental shared 
dilemma, as I remember our conversations: How do you pay 
homage to a leader in a way that pays respect but that does 
not take him out of his movement and also does not remove 
him from society and his social relationships? Those were the 
kinds of questions that our colleagues faced at Freedom Park 
as tremendous pressure was brought to bear on them to turn 
its landscape into a kind of Heroes’ Acre along the lines of 
Zimbabwe and Namibia. This would have been to turn the 
site into a cemetery of heroes, and not a site of reflection and 
memorial. 

Bra Wally and his colleagues resisted those pressures. And the 
care with which they embarked upon new methodologies was 
interesting to behold, as they embraced indigenous knowledge 
systems to create the Isivivane, the Garden of Remembrance, 
with soil and rocks and plants from every place where South 
Africans fell – as a place of mourning, not of hero-worshipping. 
Because the question that is raised for us – and it is the question 
that Luli also asked; and it is the question that was implicitly 
asked at Freedom Park – is: How do we put Oliver Tambo in 
national memory?

Reading Bra Wally’s beautiful epic poem, Sikhalel’ u-OR: 
A Praise Poem for Oliver Tambo, I was reminded of what Luli 
used to tell me over and over about OR’s humility, about 
his refusal to be called “president”: “I’m only the acting 
president, I am president because others are in prison.” “He 
was a proxy president,” she’d say. “He listened to all sides 
… He was a conciliator of opposing views … He personified 
collective leadership.” This is what I came to learn about 
Oliver Tambo, known as OR, and the themes of his biography. 
These ideas about Tambo’s biography went against of what 
was being installed in South Africa that I describe elsewhere 
as a memorial complex marked by a biographic order. In this 
framework, at many sites and in many places in South Africa, 
the biographies of leaders were taken not just as lessons of 
struggle but as lessons for which we had to be obedient, in a 
framework of citizenship that was about obedience. 

This work of biographic poetry is not that. This is a vivid, 
poignant, lyrical, gentle and yet complex work that draws our 
attention to the sonic and sonorous, to song: songs of freedom; 
songs of joy; sounds of violence, and to the thuds of bodies and 
the thuds of history. This is a work of love, of intimacy and 
respect. This is not the biographical as commanding obedience. 
This is for OR, who loved his people with what Wally calls the 
granite-hard love, unbreakable love. It is about movement, 

Freedom, movement and love: 
Wally Serote’s OR

Prof Ciraj Rassool
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it is about a movement of values, about people in motion – 
departing, returning – moving together in a comradely way, 
the living and their dead.

It places OR alongside other activists, comrades – among the 
people, on the land and where they lived and in relation to 
their wisdom. OR is placed in his childhood landscape amid 
the people, including the Khoi and the San whose being 
runs through the blood of everyone. They never die. They 
shape knowledge, he says, and life and living, and songs and 
beliefs. This is about the relationship between song and labour, 
between war and songs. It places OR in the history of violence 
and massacre from Pondoland in 1960 to Maseru and Matola, 
Gaborone. It places him in the people’s blood that was spilled 
and in the blood of people’s hearts.

It is OR placed in music and justice. It is about where OR’s 
spirit resides, free. “Everywhere where I have been”, as 
Serote says for OR. OR’s spirit resides within the movement, 
“Everywhere where I was sent”. He was the teacher who taught 
by the blood of the nation. He is placed among his comrades, 
not like a pantheon but like a web or branches of a tree.

And yet this is a story that is filled with motion and movement, 
about teaching, fearlessness and of necessary fears amid 
conditions of secrecy and the dangers of underground work, 
of the vigilance needed in the face of the possibility of state 
security: dangerous, stealthy enemies even among the people, 
pretending, as he says, like serpents, like a disease.

This is about freedom as a labour of building networks, 
highways and pathways, and it is about building these among 
those who have fallen, who have had their bones shattered – 

once again the sound of history. It places OR among his anti-
colonial fighting comrades, among his South African comrades 
and fighters like Bram Fischer, amid the blood spilled by fallen 
comrades, crushed and killed in brutal ways, and among 
those who sang and danced and who took the fallen into their 
bloodstream. We moved in the movement which moved us 
with ideas, he says. 

OR is the holder of hands. With his warm hand, he is 
compassionate, he has an accommodating ear, he has a straight 
back with his finger on the pulse of the nation. He has a happy 
face, he listens, he hugs. OR is placed alongside the women 
in the struggle of Ma Mxenge, of Kate, of Ruth. We hear OR 
speaking gently to his comrades. OR is always talking and 
discussing with his comrades in an amplified soft voice. It 
puts him with the travails and the sufferings of his comrades, 
their cancer, their strokes, their loneliness and with those who 
have died and departed from comradeship. And it puts him in 
the anti-apartheid networks. He is seen in relation to his own 
sensuousness and sensitivities and sensibilities. He is in motion, 
he is walking.

This is about dignity and bravery in death – of those who 
were executed in the struggle. He is alongside Madiba, but 
importantly, he is also movingly placed with Phila Ndwandwe, 
with the dead whose names live here in our lives. He is placed in 
relation to the fighters whose graves are scattered in Southern 
Africa. 

This is no lifeless monolithic monument of stone and steel. 
This is a labour of love, a work to live with, to read aloud over 
and over, for us to teach each other with.

Prof Ciraj Rassool is a senior professor of history

Freedom, movement and love (continued)
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This is about dignity and bravery in 
death – of those who were executed in 
the struggle.

This is an edited version of Prof Rassool’s contribution at the launch of Dr Mongane 
Wally Serote’s launch of his epic poem, Sikhalel’ u-OR: A Praise Poem for Oliver 
Tambo (published by Kwela). 
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Do we really need more books about South Africa’s Land 
question?  In the past few years, the political crisis around 
expropriation without compensation has already generated  a  
fair bit of reading material: Finding Common Ground by Wandile 
Sihlobo, The Land Wars by John Laband, The Lie of 1652 by 
Patric Mellet and The Land is Ours by Advocate Tembeka 
Ngcukaitobi.

Now Ngcukaitobi has published yet another land book: 
Land Matters, a detailed summary of the history of colonial 
occupation, expropriation and land reform in South Africa. A 
few hundred thousand more words on a topic that has already 
been talked to death. What more is there to say?

Quite a bit, it seems. Ngcukaitobi’s contribution is more than 
just another account of the content and purpose of land policy. 
He is in fact trying to put the whole debate on another footing. 
Although he is clearly a passionate supporter of land reform, 
the crux of his argument is that the present discussion focuses 
on the wrong issues. A different conversation is needed about 
land reform — one that deals with bigger and more difficult 
issues: not about land, but about political community, about 
our identity as a nation, and about what we as citizens owe to 
and can ask of each other.

At first glance, Ngcukaitobi’s argument seems pretty simple. 
Although it is clear that there is an indisputable case for land 
reform, he rejects the need to change the Constitution. The 
Constitution is not an obstacle to land reform. On the contrary, 
the protection of property rights in Art 25 enables land reform; 
in fact, the Constitution requires us to redistribute land.

The book begins with a passionate retelling of our past, in 

which he makes clear why we have a land question in the first 
place. The brutal history of colonial occupation, of stock theft 
by settlers and the British government, of the arrogance of the 
Berlin Conference, and the relentless racism of Apartheid, is 
an inseparable part of the story of land, and is explained here 
in unsettling detail. But this story then becomes the basis of a 
nuanced argument about the politics of land.

Ngcukaitobi, for example, also recounts the story of the 
liberation struggle and the negotiations that led to democracy.  
Here he questions the EFF and #fallists’ simplistic notion 
that the ANC were merely sell-outs. The problem, he argues,  
does not lie in the constitutional negotiations. It lies with what 
happened next.

The real obstacle in the way of land reform, according to 
Ngcukaitobi, is not the protection of property rights.  Rather, it 
is the current government’s land policy and its implementation 
thereof. One major difficulty lies in the obsession (in 
government and also among ordinary citizens) with Western-
style title deeds and private property rights. These institutions 
are rigid and expensive, compared to the subtlety, fluidity 
and adaptability of African customary law, on which millions 
of South Africans still rely. Customary rights are recognised 
in the Constitution, but this recognition has not been given 
practical implementation. Tenure legislation and institutions 
such as Communal Property Associations are not working, and 
merely make the current situation worse. New forms of land 
administration are needed that give recognition to informal 
and customary law institutions.

Another major problem is the current focus of land 
redistribution: our government’s current policy is to use 
redistribution to create a new layer of middle-class black 
farmers. This is an impossible task. In a society like South 
Africa, where growth is capital intensive, where supermarkets 
govern value chains, and where even large farmers struggle to 
survive, it cannot work.

Moreover, in our current economic order, where no one is 
keen to create unskilled jobs, access to land — for livelihoods 
and work, and simply as part of the social safety net — is vitally 
important. Poor people need land. But poor people do not 
figure in our government’s land reform plans. Instead of 
providing equitable access to the many, millions of rands are 
spent on glamorous and impractical vanity projects for the 
few. Land reform must be part of meaningful local economic 
development plans that can help the poor and diminish 
inequality.

Land Matters: 
South Africa’s Failed Land 

Reforms and the Road Ahead: 
Advocate Tembeka Ngcukaitobi 

Review by Prof Andries du Toit
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What about expropriation? It is clear that Ngcukaitobi 
regards the current obsession with expropriation without 
compensation as a bit of a red herring. The Constitution 
requires just and equitable compensation, which provides 
a much more appropriate framework. There may even be 
cases (unused land, land occupied by labour tenants) where 
it would be fair to pay very little (or even nothing).  But it 
cannot be a panacea. Implementing it wholesale and without 
discrimination, cannot be just and equitable and will do too 
much damage to the economy.

Instead, Ngcukaitobi wants to reframe the debate. According 
to him, the cost of expropriation is not where the real problem 
or the solution lies. What he wants to put on the agenda is the 
political rationality of land reform. Why do we do it at all, and 
how will it help us? His argument makes it clear why the searing 
injustice of colonial occupation still matters. But the way land 
is redistributed must contribute to the country’s future. And 
that future is not about adding a few more black faces to the 
rural middle class. It should include the poor. This is where 
Ngcukaitobi’s argument brings us to the real difficulties facing 
us as a nation.

The one is the problem of government. Of course, if you 
just want to use land reform as a slogan, you do not really 
need government. Land reform can become political theatre: 
You can nationalise the land, as the EFF proposes – which 
will not help bring about equitable change. Or you could 
try to circumvent land reform, as Johann Kirsten and Nick 
Vink seem to do when they suggest it should be made the 
responsibility of local elites outside of government control. But 
if you want to redistribute land responsibly, to create jobs and 
reduce poverty, you need a functional government – and that 
is exactly what we in South Africa do not have at the moment.

Second, if you want a government, you need a constitution. 
Ngcukaitobi’s argument is not only that the Constitution 
enables and even requires land reform. His argument is also 
that we need a constitution at all. Without a constitution 
we have nothing. Without a constitution we have no rights. 
Without a constitution we do not have freedom. Without a 
state that implements, defends, and enforces a constitution, we 
do not have a society.

One of the most interesting aspects of Ngcukaitobi’s book 
lies in how he approaches this problem. The point of the 
liberation struggle, according to Ngcukaitobi, is that it was 
not just a struggle for the land. It was a struggle for the law, 
for a legal and juridical order in which black South Africans 
could live with dignity. The Constitution is not something that 
was hatched by whites or invented in Davos to frustrate black 
people.  Rather, it is the most important achievement of the 
liberation struggle itself.

Ngcukaitobi therefore reframes debate on the Constitution in 
a new context. He refuses to present it as a debate between 
black radicals and white liberals. (Auntie Helen has in any case 
long since smoked her red pill and exited stage right.) For 
Ngcukaitobi it is an internal debate within South Africa’s black 
intelligentsia: a debate on the significance of the liberation 
struggle. What did the freedom fighters fight for? And what 
do we do now that we are free?

In this and in his previous book, in other words, Ngcukaitobi 
points to a central problematic of emancipatory discourse. 
Throughout the history of anti-colonial struggle, emancipation 
has been conceived in the first place as a project of 
independence. But in these times, the really pressing question 
facing us today is how to handle interdependence in a complex 
world. What do we do when we have to live with each other, 
whether we like it or not?

The land issue in South Africa is partly a debate about just 
this. It is not only about who owns the land. It’s also about 
whose country this is. Ngcukaitobi’s answer is the answer that 
the Constitution provides: South Africa belongs to all who live 
in it.

To say “all who live in it” is to make a staggering and scandalous 
proposal. It is to suggest that the descendants of the people 
from whom the land was stolen should live peacefully and in 
relations of legal and moral equality with the descendants of 
those who stole it. It is to ask of us to find a way to accept 
the reality of centuries of injustice and then somehow create a 
more just future together.

Until recently, our answer to this challenge was Rainbow 
Nationalism. But that has not worked.  Our rainbow has 
evaporated and has blown away in the dry winds of South 
Africa’s unequal economic growth path, white denialism and 
the ANC’s political incompetence. The attempt to build a new 
nation out of sheer optimism, good intentions and middle class 
self-interest has ended in disastrous failure. It is becoming 
increasingly easy to cynically and bitterly reject the idea of a 
society that has been forged by the values of the Constitution.

And so, we are left with state capture. The moral unsustainability 
of our insufficient attempts at national reconciliation is the one 
thing that has made it possible for Jacob Zuma and his cronies 
to tear the Constitution to shreds and reject the rule of law. 
The result has been disaster. Instead of a government for all, 
we get, not government for black people, but no government 
at all; a government that simply refuses to govern. That’s what 
Ace and Supra have to offer.

We can give up hope, leaving the whole thing to Ace Magashule 
and his henchmen. Land then becomes part of the politics of 
everyday corruption.

Or we can try to genuinely and thoroughly do what Rainbow 
nationalism has tried to evade. That is to try to bring about a 
process of reconciliation that is not based on forgiveness, but 
on responsibility for the past and  for the future; to engage 
in a process of working, together, on creating a just society, 
and making something decent out of the horrible mess my 
ancestors  have left to us to sort out. This is what Ngcukaitobi’s 
challenge to all of us is in the end: to say we must dust off our 
Constitution and accept the challenges in it. It is about more 
than land. There is a nation to build. There’s work.

Ngcukaitobi, Tembeka. 2021. Land Matters: South Africa’s Failed 
Land Reforms and the Road Ahead. Penguin Books

Prof Andries du Toit is Director and Professor at the Institute for 
Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies

Land Matters: Book Review
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Professor 
Roy Maartens:
UWC’s socialist turned cosmologist

Jeremy Daniel
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An entire career can sometimes be born from one small 
moment and this was the case for Prof Roy Maartens – holder 
of the SKA SARChI Chair in Cosmology and first-ever A-rated 
researcher at UWC. When Prof Maartens was still in high 
school, a teacher took him aside and told him: “You could 
really be a scientist one day.” That was enough to start him on 
the journey to becoming a cosmologist. 

“As a teenager, nuclear physics sounded more exciting to me,” 
he explains. “I didn’t have a clue about the different branches 
of physics. It was only at university that I got a sense of what I 
wanted to do.”

A sense of modesty and a tendency to downplay his 
achievements are hallmarks of the professor’s personality. 
He speaks quietly and thoughtfully and goes to great lengths 
to make sure people know that he is, first and foremost, a 
member of the team and the community. 

Like most working academics in 2021, much of his time is being 
spent on Zoom in meetings with PhD and MSc students and 
postdocs. There are also weekly cosmology group meetings, 
two or three weekly meetings of the full UWC Astro group, as 
well as Square Kilometer Array (SKA) meetings. “They’re all 
oriented towards research, which I’m happy about.”

While he’s strongly associated with the ground-breaking SKA 
radio telescope, Prof Maartens spends no time on location in 
the Karoo and the last time he was at the SKA site was 2014. 
The only people allowed on site are the technicians who look 
after the engineering issues and who live in a residence about 
20km away and work in shifts. The site is heavily restricted 
to limit the interference caused by mobile phones and people 
moving about.

Most radio astronomy today happens online, and the actual 
controlling of the giant radio telescope is done from the Black 
River Parkway headquarters in Cape Town. 

The big picture

When it comes to his chosen subject matter, Prof Maartens 
keeps his eye firmly on the big picture. In fact, his focus is on 
the biggest picture of them all. “I’m interested in the Universe 
as a whole: how it began, what it contains (including dark 
matter and dark energy), how it evolves. The distribution of 
galaxies in the Universe contains information about all these 
questions.” 

He goes on to explain that “tiny irregularities were imprinted 
in the first fraction of a second of the Universe. They grew 
under the influence of gravity – in some regions, there was 
a little bit more matter, and because gravity is attractive, it 
gathers more and more of that matter. Eventually (after many 
million years) the first stars formed under the force of gravity. 
Stars attracted each other to form galaxies. Over billions of 
years, billions of galaxies have formed, with a complex pattern 
of distribution. The SKA has the capability to probe the 
distribution of galaxies so that we can unlock the messages 
from the early Universe and also discover more about dark 
energy.

“Furthermore, the maps made by MeerKAT and the SKA, 
along with maps from other surveys, will allow us to test the 
foundations of our model of the Universe – Einstein’s 1915 
theory of General Relativity and the large-scale smoothness 
and isotropy of the Universe.” 

The profound impact of the SKA

The SKA radio telescope was a dramatic leap forward for 
science in South Africa. It had been an idea in the minds of 
radio astronomers since early this century. South Africa put in 
an excellent bid to host the telescope. In 2011, the international 
SKA collaboration awarded two-thirds of the telescope to 
South Africa and one-third to Australia. 

Profile
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In a 2012 article in the US journal Science, which Prof Maartens 
co-authored with his mentor Prof George Ellis, the pair spoke 
of what the awarding of the SKA meant. “The success of South 
Africa’s bid to act as the SKA core site is testimony to the 
nation’s vision in recognizing the potential impact of a high-
profile iconic project that is comparable in scope to the Large 
Hadron Collider in Europe. Hundreds of millions of dollars 
from the government and a strong astronomy and engineering 
capability have underpinned the bid.”

They went on to say that “the efforts of South African Science 
Minister Naledi Pandor, the South African SKA project team, 
and local astronomers and engineers have paid off: Thousands 
of dishes, together with infrastructure and supercomputing 
facilities, will be built in African nations over the coming 
decades. Even modest SKA infrastructure will help to trigger 
interest in science among the youth and produce broader 
technological spin offs. New astronomy courses have been 
launched at universities in South Africa’s eight SKA partner 
countries. High-level skills training is based in South Africa, 
and its SKA Human Capital Development (HCD) programme 
has funded over 70 African graduate students from outside 
South Africa.”

Aside from the construction of the 64-dish MeerKAT telescope, 
the other main task of the South African SKA project was to 
put together an astrophysics community that would be able to 
maintain, exploit and develop the telescope, while also being 
representative of the broader community. Prof Maartens 
explains: “There were only two or three radio astrophysicists 
in the country at the time of the award. A major part of the 
programme was to build the community as well, which has been 
very successful. We are now at a point where the community 
is much bigger. Of course, it’s still small compared to the US 
and Europe, but it’s very vibrant and is reaching critical mass.” 

A long and winding path to the top 

The role of a mentor is one that he is keen to play for a new 
generation of students. After all, one professor, in particular, 
shaped the course of his career. 

“When I was at UCT, my supervisor was Prof George Ellis who 
is the founder of cosmology in this country. He’s now in his 
80s and still active. He came back to South Africa after getting 
his PhD at Cambridge University and working in the USA. He 
lectured me during my third year and Honours. I was blown 
away by how he conveyed his enthusiasm about the cosmos. 
That set me on the path.”

But that path was not a straight one. 

While cosmology might be at the very centre of his life today, it 
wasn’t always the case. In his younger years, most of his energy 
was consumed by the fight against apartheid. 

“I was a socialist first and foremost, and then an armchair 
cosmologist. Today it’s the other way round,” he explains with 
a smile.

In 1978, after he had started a PhD at UCT, he heard that he 
had been offered a Rhodes Scholarship to Oxford University. 
He took that up and stayed in the UK until 1983. On his return 
to South Africa he took up a position at Wits University.

Cosmology, at the time, felt to him like a sideshow. The real 
meaning was in the struggle against apartheid and the politics 
that were playing out in Johannesburg and the surrounding 
areas. He spent 10 years mainly devoted to underground 
organising of workers and supporting strikes.

For personal reasons, he had to leave South Africa and follow 
his family to Britain in the mid-1990s. There he found a 

Professor Roy Maartens (continued)
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has three A-rated researchers, publishes more than 100 papers 
annually in the top international journals, and plays leading 
roles in MeerKAT and SKA science. 

At this time in his life, two important threads – the researcher 
and the mentor – have come together. “When you are younger,” 
he says, “you dream about solving some major problem. But as 
you go on, you realise how big the field is, how fast it is evolving 
and how lucky you are to be part of that. You move beyond 
the vision of the single researcher grappling with problems 
and you start thinking also about your responsibility to your 
students and postdocs: What are they going to get out of it? 
What projects will benefit them? What will their futures be like 
in a field with so few jobs on offer?” 

Prof Maartens is very aware of the need to provide training 
that will enable students to switch into other areas such as big 
data and data science, where there is more demand for the 
technical, data-driven skills on which astrophysics rely. 

One of the things he is most proud of is UWC’s success in 
training of black and female students. “The SKA has done 
a great job of drawing disadvantaged students into the 
community and we are part of that effort. There is still a long 
way to go, but we have a foundation to build on.” 

“In the UWC Astro group, we are acutely aware of our links 
with society and the need to connect with people about what 
we are doing. Astrophysics takes place in society and it is not 
immune to the problems caused by racism and patriarchy. We 
need to ensure that we actively oppose racism and patriarchy 
and take steps to transform the science community to become 
much more representative of the broader community.”

We need to ensure that we actively oppose 
racism and patriarchy and take steps to 
transform the science community to become 
much more representative of the 
broader community.

job at Portsmouth University and set up a cosmology group, 
which grew to became one of the leading cosmology institutes 
in Britain. He was the director of this institute until 2010.

“I always wanted to return to South Africa and had been 
visiting Cape Town regularly. When I came to UWC on 
sabbatical in 2010, they nominated me for an SKA Research 
Chair. This was my opportunity to return home.”

Finding a new home at UWC

The book, from Hope to Action through Knowledge, released last 
year and reflecting the expansion of UWC as a research-led 
university under the leadership of former Vice-Chancellor 
Prof Brian O’Connell and former Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
Prof Ramesh Bharuthram, speaks to the arrival of Prof 
Maartens at UWC. “By virtue of his high international 
standing in the field, he was not only a great asset to UWC 
but also to the astronomy programme in South Africa.” It 
further details how, after his appointment, astronomy was 
consolidated as one of UWC’s niche research areas. 

The SKA SARChI Chair – awarded by the National Research 
Foundation on a five-year basis, renewable for up to 15 years 
– funds Prof Maartens and his students and postdocs. It is one 
of five SARChIs earmarked for SKA science in South Africa. 

What impressed him is how UWC saw the position as an 
investment in astronomy.  “After all, the SKA is the world’s 
biggest astronomy project, it will be there for 50 years at least, 
and it’s right on our doorstep. It just makes sense to invest in 
that for the future.” The return on investment in astronomy 
is quite evident. Today there are six staff, 24 postgrad (PhD 
and MSc) students and 14 postdocs. The UWC Astro group
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Research 
Achievements

SARChI Chair, Prof Emmanuel Iwuoha of the Department 
of Chemistry, was nominated to an Honorary Fellowship of the 
Royal Society of Chemistry. The Royal Society of Chemistry 
is one of the most prestigious chemical societies in the 
world. Prof Iwuoha was also informed that a special issue of 
the journal Electroanalysis, titled, “Special Issue for the 65th 
Birthday of Prof Iwuoha: Electrochemistry in Africa”, was 
published in his honour. Prof Iwuoha has also been elected to 
serve on the inaugural Editorial Advisory Board of the Journal 
of American Chemical Sciences Gold (JACS Au), a fully open-
access journal, complementary to the American Chemical 
Society’s (ACS) flagship journal, the Journal of the American 
Chemical Society (JACS). JACS Au maintains the exceptional 
editorial and publishing standards of JACS, the world’s most 
cited chemistry publication. Prof Iwuoha also currently 
serves on the Editorial Advisory Boards of two other society 
journals: Analytical Chemistry (the ACS and worldwide flagship 
journal for Analytical Chemistry) and Bioelectrochemistry (the 
Bioelectrochemical Society flagship journal).

Prof Albertus Smit of the Department of Biodiversity and 
Conservation Biology is the research consortium leader for 
the multi-million-rand EXEBUS research programme. The 
oceanic Benguela Upwelling System (BUS) off the west coast of 
South Africa is one four important global Boundary Upwelling 
Systems. Natural or anthropogenic changes in the coupled 
atmosphere-marine climate, both within the BUS and beyond, 
affect ecological and socioeconomic important subsystems, 
potentially affecting the lives of the residents of the adjoining 
coastline and those who derive their livelihoods and resources 
from the BUS. EXEBUS is a transdisciplinary consortium of 
international researchers, practitioners, and representatives of 
the private sector and civil society programme that plans to 
undertake an Integrated Ecosystem Assessment (IEA) of the 
BUS. EXEBUS hopes to establish the roles, trends, and range 
of variability and the extremities of natural and anthropogenic 
geophysical, biological, governance, socioeconomic features 
and phenomena, and assess their impact on ecological, 
sociological, governance, and macroeconomic systems and 
processes in the Benguela Current Large Marine Ecosystem 
(BCLME) of South Africa, Namibia and Angola. The goal is to 
strengthen the rational basis for management of this system 

for the next 50 years.

Dr Angela van der Berg has been appointed as the Acting 
Director of the newly established Global Environmental Law 
Centre (GELC), with effect from 1 May. GELC is a centre 
within the Law Faculty, and is associated with the Department 
of Public Law and Jurisprudence. GELC aims to foster legal 
research and innovation to explore and enhance the ways that 
global environmental law responds to complex environmental 
challenges such as climate change, loss of biodiversity, 
transboundary pollution, deforestation, ocean governance, 
urbanisation, and matters related to environmental and public 
health.

Dr Lonnie van Zyl of the Institute for Microbial Biotechnology 
and Metagenomics (IMBM) was appointed as the Chair for the 
Peduovirus Study Group, a sub-committee of the International 
Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV), of which he has 
been the South African representative since 2017. Other study 
group Chairs are some of the most prominent bacteriophage 
experts in the world and, over the past three years, the ICTV, 
through study groups, has put significant effort into the 
classification of the ever-growing pool of known and novel 
viruses, of which bacteriophages comprise by far the largest 
portion. The Peduovirus is an under-recognised group and 
because of Dr van Zyl’s work it should soon be elevated to 
Family level.

Senior lecturer in the School of Pharmacy, Prof Renier Coetzee, 
and his Co-Principle Investigator, Dr Oliver van Hecke of the 
University of Oxford, were awarded an International Society 
for Infectious Diseases (ISID) and Pfizer Global Medical 
Grants: Antimicrobial Stewardship in Africa and Middle 
East Challenge for their project, “Antimicrobial Stewardship 
in Publicly-Funded Primary Healthcare Clinics in the Cape 
Metro, South Africa: An Implementation Study”.

Prof Mokgadi Moletsane of the Educational Psychology 
Department in the Faculty of Education has been appointed 
Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal of Studies in 
Psychology.

Prof Mark Gibbons, head of the Department of Biodiversity 
and Conservation Biology, has been singled out by the Faculty
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Research 
Achievements

Fiona Anciano and Laurence Piper represented UWC on a 
national consortium that has won funding from the National 
Research Foundation from 2021 to 2023 for the project “Off-
grid Cities”. The project will focus on urban elites seceding 
from state-provided infrastructure networks in favour of 
private hybrid and off-grid technologies, for example, water 
tanks, boreholes, solar panels and diesel generators. These 
actions are transforming the provision and consumption of 
infrastructure in cities, with consequences for climate change 
and social justice. The project builds on the social justice 
literature and introduces it into climate change scholarship 
addressing the Global South, recognising that the actions of 
one social group affect resource allocation in highly unequal 
cities, and that the infrastructures of elites are absent from 
urban climate change debates.

The Institute for Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies 
(PLAAS) has been working with the Network of Excellence 
in Land Governance in Africa (NELGA), an initiative of the 
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa and the 
African Land Policy Centre, and, in 2019, UWC was formally 
recognised as a hub of this network. At the end of 2020, the 
university entered into a new agreement with NELGA to 
deliver online short courses on the political economy of land 
governance in 2021, host a series of online webinars as part 
of the NELGA network, and an online colloquium on critical 
perspectives and social science methodologies. 

of Natural Sciences for his research contributions during 2020, 
while on sabbatical. His achievements include the publication 
of 10 papers, with another six being accepted for publication 
this year. Eight are based on student theses and have students 
as lead authors. He took the lead in a collaborative paper with 
work and colleagues across Morocco, Spain, the US, Peru, 
Chile, Argentina and Colombia, titled “Oceanography and 
Marine Biology: An Annual Review”, with an impact factor 
greater than 5.0. Reviewers regarded it as a “timely” and 
“Herculean” piece of work. He also worked with colleagues 
from Italy, Brazil and Germany to prepare the FAO guide 
to jellyfish of the eastern Atlantic. Furthermore, five MSc 
students submitted their theses under his supervision in 2020, 
with four MSc students and one PhD student preparing to 
submit in early 2021.

Dr Mimonitu Opuwari and Prof Dirk Frei of the Department 
of Earth Sciences received a grant from the petroleum 
industries’ Upfield Training Trust to set up a core analysis 
laboratory at UWC, plus further funding for Honours and 
undergraduate field trips in Applied Geology during 2021.

Dr Phindi Mnyaka, Senior Lecturer in the Department of 
History, was nominated for the 2021/22 cohort of the Future 
Professors Programme Phase 01, a national collaboration 
underwritten and supported by the Department of Higher 
Education and Training (DHET) to cultivate a next-
generation professoriate. Dr Mnyaka was selected to join the 
programme from the nominations submitted by 26 South 
African universities and from a range of disciplines, including 
history, law, engineering and zoology.

The Faculty of Economic and Management Sciences’ Profs 
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Prof Darcy du Toit of the Faculty of Law edited (with T Cohen, W Everett, M Fouche, GS 
Giles, S Godfrey, A Steenkamp, M Taylor and P van Staden) Labour Law Through the Cases 
(LexisNexis, 2020 loose-leaf update), a detailed and comprehensive guide to the application 
of South African labour law. Extensive commentary examines each principal labour statute, 
section by section, in light of judgments handed down in South African labour courts.

Antjie Krog’s verse drama Met die 
oog op môre was published by Pretoria 
Boekhuis. The two main characters 
are Basotho King Moshoeshoe I 
and the French missionary Eugène 
Casalis, who worked in what was then 
Basotholand (now Lesotho) from 1837 
to 1855. In the relationship between 
a black king and a white missionary, 
Krog examines their attempts to work 
together and how they work through 
their differences. 

Kobus Moolman, Professor of Creative 
Writing in the Department of English, 
published an anthology of poetry, The 
Mountain Behind the House (Dryad 
Press). Prof Moolman has won local 
and international awards for his work, 
including the Glenna Luschei Award 
for African Poetry for A Book of Rooms.

Jolyn Phillips, has published part of 
her creative PhD as Bientang (Human 
& Rousseau), an epic poem that 
explores the life of Bientang, a Khoi 
man who lived in a cave in Hermanus 
in the early 1900s. Phillips, currently a 
PhD student, has previously published 
an anthology of poetry as well as a 
collection of short stories.

SARChI Chair in Multilevel 
Government, Law and Policy, 
Prof Nico Steytler, co-edited – with 
Prof Emeritus Arora Balveer and 
Prof Rekha Saxena – The Value of 
Comparative Federalism: The Legacy of 
Ronald L Watts (Routledge India). 
The book explores new avenues of 
international research in comparative 
federal studies and re-examines the 
conceptual tools and methodologies 
for understanding federal systems, 
and the role of comparative 
federalism in the dissemination and 
implementation of federal concepts. 

The latest edition of Kronos, the journal 
published by the Centre for Humanities 
Research (CHR), has been guest-edited 
by Prof Patricia Hayes, SARChI Chair 
in Visual History and Theory, and 2020 
DST/NRF SARChI Postdoctoral Fellow 
in Visual History and Theory, Iona 
Gilburt. “Other Lives of the Image “also 
features contributions by CHR Fellows 
Rui Assubuji and Samuel Longford and 
this edition takes up the proposition that 
images have “other lives” that are plural, 
distinct, multi-temporal, and travel 
across media, manifesting in literature, 
cinema, sculpture, visual art, and media 
installations, among numerous other 
iterations. This volume arises from an 
international workshop held at the 
CHR at UWC in October 2019.

The Faculty of Law’s Tinashe Carlton 
Chigwata, Nico Steytler and Jaap de 
Visser (with Frank Kunda) edited Local 
Government Reform in Zambia: The 2016 
Constitution’s Framework for Devolution 
(published by Juta, 2020). It assesses the 
framework for devolved governance as 
provided for in the 2016 Constitution 
of Zambia. The first book of its kind, 
it provides an understanding of the 
extent to which the Local Government 
Act of 2019 operationalised the 
framework for devolution provided for 
in the 2016 Constitution.

Books published
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The Centre for Humanities Research’s Ukwanda Puppet and Design 
Company (Siphokazi Mphofu, Sipho Ngxola, Luyanda Nogodlwana) 
and Aja Marneweck of the Centre for Humanities Research, in 
association with partners Net vir Pret of Barrydale, set up shop at the 
Boschendal Plum Festival in March, showcasing life-sized elephant 
puppet Mnumzane, little elephant Alfie and a host of other puppets.

The giant puppets were made for the annual Barrydale Giant Puppet 

Celebrating puppetry at the 
Boschendal Plum Festival

Parade and are the creation of Adrian Kohler of the Handspring Puppet 
Company and were originally made for the 2016 Barrydale parade and 
performance Olifantland. The Barrydale initiative represents a decade-
long commitment of the CHR to the public arts. Ukwanda’s involvement 
in the festival now marks a new engagement in the CHR’s arts education 
initiatives. 

– Source: Centre for Humanities Research
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Your Taanie

Here in Cape Town
your male friends
will refer to their male friends’
mother as Taanie.
Not their Taanie
but Your Taanie-
That is the full name of their male friends’ mother.
It means a few things;

1. You have a home.
2. Check your phone.
3. You are only naughty when Your Taanie is not around.

Your Taanie
does not really know you. She knows
the boy 
Whose meals she cooks
and whose school shirt she irons
but she doesn’t know you
with a cigarette in your hand
and a girl on your fingers.

Not until you are older 
and she catches you
being the son she never had.
She will shout for a while:
Die fokken kind
but you won’t be scared
You know 
Your Taanie

The coloured language

In our house, there is a certain way to say no 
without moving your lips in the shape of the words;
thank you.
A pause, a look is exchanged, 
and we understand each other. 
Or a click of the tongue, 
a loud;
mxm, lekker man. 
I see why you are offering but it’s not for me;
Yah, nah.
Our language allows us to sound accepting, comfortable
but easily says when we want to be left alone.
The coloured language says; 
no
without that kind of violence.
The coloured language 
whispers, strokes,
says;
sorry 
and offers you a cup of tea. 

Kirsten Deane is a Creative Writing Master’s student at the University of the Western Cape. She has been published in anthologies 
both nationally and internationally. Among the anthologies in which she has been published are the 2019 and 2020 editions of The 
Best “New African” Poets. Deane’s work has also been included in the Avbob poetry competition, “All-Bran Muffins” – a winning piece. 
In her work she is concerned with the idea of living and the different forms that living comes in. She always intends to write honestly 
and bravely. Deane’s writing is focused on the present and all the limbs it grows day in and day out.
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In this edition, UWC’s astronomy team shares their on-
going contribution to the understanding of the universe. 
Carlos Amato’s cover illustration quirkily includes an 
aardvark, the nocturnal animal found in Karoo where 
the Square Kilometre Array is located.
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